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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  Your users guide to just about the biggest technology bun fight dedicated to equipment especially for visually impaired people and one user, in particular, with the latest solution to all those - I though it was coffee but it turned out to be gravy browning stories.  And the radio students who've now taken to the air.

Clip from Redstone FM

Well no we haven't suddenly switched stations - more of that though later.

But first:  We regularly report at this time of year on Sight Village, one of the biggest exhibitions of technology for us in the country.  I must say my days of queuing round the block to grope the latest gadget, accompanied by a choir of synthetic speech, are over I think but Dr Michael Townsend, who's honorary president of the British Computer Association of the Blind and technology consultant has kindly agreed to do our shopping for us and he joins me from Leicester.

Mike Townsend, before we identified the highlights, this is still in Birmingham but a different venue, what was the significance of that?

Townsend
Yes, well Peter, I was groping around in the new Bingley Hall, which is in - sort of slightly north of central Birmingham.  And it's a lovely new venue in lots of ways because it's all on the flat, it's like on a New York grid pattern - you can go up and down and left and right and you can easily find all the stands.  So absolutely brilliant and thumbs up.

White
Accessible phones Mike, there are a lot of them about, what's caught your attention this year?

Townsend
Okay.  It was Really Easy to Use phones, they're made by Doro, the really simplest to use is the 334 and that one actually has about four memory buttons on the front, so you've got four numbers you can put in there and then on the back there's the emergency button and if you press that the brilliant thing about this is it'll ring the first number, if that doesn't answer it'll jump on to the next and the next and you could put four numbers in there to get your emergency dealt with.  Very distinct buttons, nice clear displays but they don't talk, they're just easy to use.

White
So this is aimed at the people who are saying look it's all got far too complicated, can't you just give me something that dials the numbers I need.

Townsend
Absolutely, you want a phone - these are phones.

White
Okay.  Now there's also a new phone service I think to provide you with copies of texts, can you explain what that's all about?

Townsend
Yeah.  It runs a piece of software in the phone, it's called TextScout and it takes a picture of whatever it is you want to read, sends it off to Germany, back it comes in text form and starts speaking out on your phone.  And then you can store it and scan another page.  And it's got a really clever way of helping you line up with the document so you know you're going to get a good picture - that sort of thing.

White
How long does it take to do it?

Townsend
Instant of course, the picture was, in about three, four, five seconds before it actually came back and started to read.  It's a bit rough round the edges.  It's going to be launched in October but what an interesting idea.

White
Okay.  Now there is also a new reading machine on the market which I know you're rather enthusiastic about, this is the Ipal Solo?

Townsend
Yeah, I talked you about last year the Ipal, well this is brilliant - the Ipal Solo because it reads the way sighted people read.  So you're not sort of scanning things in, storing them on computers and reading them back, no, you lay a piece of paper on the top of the thing, it takes a picture and reads it immediately back to you.  You turn the page, reads it back to you.  It doesn't store anything, it just reads what it's looking at and that basically is what sighted people do, they don't think - yes I must store this newspaper before I read it.

White
So you could read a book that way?

Townsend
Yeah, you just read a book - yeah it starts to read to you.  And when you've read enough of that page just put another one under it.  That I would say is one of the most exciting products I saw at Sight Village.

White
Okay.  To reassure people, a lot of information here, we will have information on our action line and also on our website, we'll give details at the end of the programme.

For many people, of course, the gadget of choice is not a computer it's a magnifier, although of course everyone has one for their own individual taste about what's available, what's the story there?

Townsend
Well there's a whole raft of the things actually, everywhere you went in Sight Village there was another magnifier to look at.  I think probably for me the people that responded best were to the Ruby from Sight and Sound.  And that's a really solid looking piece of kit, not heavy though and it does colour changing, freeze pictures, got a nice neat folding handle.  And that's the one that people seemed to be going for.  But I would say the best range of all of these was available on the RNIB stand and they just had all of them, you could pick up and compare them, and they seemed to have them all in their shop.

White
And I gather there's been a bit of a drop in price, is that right?

Townsend
Yeah, they seem to have come down a bit in price.  They're more like £400 for the complex ones and you can get well below £200 for some of the really basic ones like the little one you can slip into your shirt pocket.

White
And one gadget notable by its absence.

Townsend
Yeah, it was the Apple iPhone.  I call it the elephant that was not in the room but it has a great promise for blind and partially sighted people.

White
Well we're going to have a report on the iPhone in a few weeks time.  Dr Mike Townsend we'll have to leave it there, thanks very much indeed.

And now for an individual take on a new solution to one of those age old problems - labelling.  Scratch any blind person and you'll soon uncover stories of ghastly mistakes in eating or drinking the wrong thing due to dodgy or non-existent labelling, whether it's fruit juice for milk in the fridge, as I did the other day - a very odd morning cup of tea resulted; or mistaking your peas for your peaches.  It's often funny in retrospect but of course it's also potentially dangerous.  If you read and write Braille the solution is at your fingertips.  But if you can't read either Braille or print how can you tell your Beethoven from your Beyonce in your CD collection?  Well the latest attempt to solve this is something called the Penfriend and we asked gadget guru Ian Macrae to try one out for us.

Macrae
It's called a Penfriend so you'd expect it to look a bit like a pen and indeed it does - it's black, quite fat, it has a pointed end at one end and a rather bulbous kind of end at the other.  But actually what it looks like - and reminds me of more than anything else - is one of those small handheld microphones.  So if you get fed up of using it for the purpose for which it was designed you could always pose in front of the mirror doing your Beyonce impression.  And as for the layout well let's let the Penfriend itself tell you about that.

Penfriend
Power.  There are four buttons on your Penfriend.  Starting from the top, the thickest end of the pen, is the power on/off button.  Below that is the volume switch.  Press upwards for volume up and downwards to decrease the volume.

Macrae
Talking myself out of a job or rather she is here, so I'd better stop that.  I'll explain how we did that a little later on.  For now let's just explain how it works.  So supplied with the unit, the Penfriend unit, are a selection of different labels of all different shapes and sizes and each of these labels has a little - has a secret code embedded in it which obviously the Penfriend can read.  What's interesting though is that whereas other devices like this - and there are others - have used a barcode, such as you get on goods that you buy from shops these days, and you've had to scan the barcode, with the Penfriend you don't have a barcode - there are just plain white labels, as I say, of all different shapes and sizes.  So your sighted nearest and dearest - if you have them - can write on the labels and what you can do is - I've got a pot here of my rather fine, if I might say so, red cabbage with apple, which I'm about to freeze.  So we'll stick a label on the top of that pot and then I'll show you how this works.  So essentially press the record button, the label is now stuck on the top of the red cabbage pot, press the record button and touch it to the label.  Red cabbage.  And I've just let the record button go.  Now next time I touch the point of the Penfriend to that label, on top of the pot of red cabbage, you'll hear this - Red cabbage.  Red cabbage.  Now the label is re-recordable, so if I wanted to perhaps add some more information or when we've used the red cabbage put something else in this pot and continue to use the label then I simply press the record button again.  Red cabbage July '09.  So there you are I've added the date to that as well.  Touch the label.  Red cabbage July '09.  There we are, so we now know that that red cabbage come November may not be - quite as tasty as it is at the moment.  So there we go, that's how you use it. 

Going back to how I managed to make it tell you about itself, well you know how packaging is generally regarded as being wasteful and there's too much of it and we just chuck it all away at the end of the day, what they've done with the Penfriend is quite a neat little trick.  They've embedded in the packaging the same sorts of labels, which obviously have their own unique codes on them, so if you touch - we'll touch the second one down this time because you've heard the top one.

Penfriend
Volume.  The second button down is the volume control button.  The upper part increases the volume and the lower part decreases it.

Macrae
And I'm turning the volume down now and up again.

Penfriend
When you switch the pen off the volume settings will go back to the original settings.

Macrae
There we are.  So another two of those buttons.  One is the mode, it will describe the function of the mode button ...

Penfriend
Mode.  The third button down is the mode button.  This button switches between the pen's different settings.

Macrae
So you can get it to just be a recordable device like this, you can get it to read specific information from the RNIB and you can get it to play ordinary MP3 music or other audio files.  But I think that's quite neat that they've embedded the instructions in the packaging, however, it's worth saying that I didn't know they were there until somebody sighted said to me - Oh that's clever, if you touch the things on the packaging it'll read it out to you.  And I said - No, no. And she said - Yeah, yeah, it will, do it.  So I do it and sure enough there it was.  So that's essentially it really.  But obviously lots of other applications for it, for example you could label your CD collection and that would save you having to hunt through and peer at - or have somebody else find your CDs for you.  It would be quite easy, for example, to just produce a calendar which would - you could touch a particular part of the calendar, a particular day on the calendar, and you could record your appointments for that day if the calendar had the codes, the necessary codes, for the Penfriend to read.  So lots of applications for the future.

White
Ian Macrae, full of ideas as usual.

Now back to the story of Diane Marks, who you may remember was finding it impossible to get a one bedroom flat in Brighton because landlords wouldn't accept her guide dog.  Well we've put Diane on to Brighton and Hove Council's housing options advice team and she's very pleased with that.  But here are two contrasting reactions to the story.  First this from Sally Rich in Blackpool.

Rich
As a guide dog owner and being separated after leaving college in Loughborough I couldn't get a house to rent when I told them I had a guide dog.  Eventually I managed to get a house.  I then went to buy a shared ownership flat and decided not to tell them I had a dog.  After I moved the housing agency were awful to me once they saw the dog.  I only had to tell them about pets - the guide dog was not a pet so I was technically correct.  I've now moved and my dog has retired, so life is less controversial.

White
But we also received this from a landlord who prefers to remain anonymous.

Landlord
As the owner of both a holiday let and a house on long term tenancy I was interested to hear your programme on the difficulties those with guide dogs have in finding accepting landlords.  Dogs do add to the cost of running a property - the hairs of a dog that's never allowed upstairs will be found in the furthest corners of upstairs bedrooms.  We charge £15 for the risk and the extra cleaning for holiday makers.  If a long term tenant has a dog they agree to having the place cleaned by a cleaner of our choice at the end of their tenancy.  There may be a basis in this for negotiation between prospective guide dog owning tenants and landlords.  It's not discrimination, there's a definite risk to furnishings and someone has to pay for the extra cleaning.  With understanding for your listeners and also for some landlords.

White
Now a few weeks ago we featured a radio station in Redhill, Surrey which was preparing to go on air with its latest temporary broadcast.  As part of its licence application to Ofcom Redstone FM has pledged to give opportunities to blind and partially sighted people who want to get involved in all types of radio production and presenting.  Well the RSL or Restricted Service Licence has now come to an end.  Chris Wilsden was one of the students who took part in the first course and our reporter Johny Cassidy was there as Chris prepared to go on air live for the first time.

Cassidy
Right Chris it's coming up to your big time now, it's nearly three o'clock, how are you feeling?

Wilsden
Feeling good actually, looking forward to the show.

Cassidy
Are you all ready?

Wilsden
Yeah I think so, just typing up the last few questions for my first guest who'll be with us about quarter past.

Cassidy
Right, well I'm going to let you get on with it and good luck.

Wilsden
Thanks very much Johny.

Clip
Redstone FM.

Good afternoon.  It's Friday 5th June, it's three o'clock, this is Chris Wilsden with you through till six o'clock.  I've got some great music coming up, so great guests and chat and a few little oddities on the way maybe as well.  Going to start you off this hour with Hall and Oates.

Cassidy
So while Chris settled into his first show on Redstone FM I went out and about on to the streets of Redhill to find out just exactly what people there thought about it.

Vox Pops
Oh I think Redstone FM's a really brilliant idea because it's just really nice to have something so local that kind of tells us what's going on around us, just nice to be in touch with something so local.

Oh Redstone - brilliant, brilliant idea, it's tremendous, fantastic for the community.

Cassidy
And what do you think then about the fact that the majority of the presenters on Redstone are blind or visually impaired?

Vox Pops
To me it doesn't make a difference, they're all very professional and very friendly but I'm really happy that people who might not have been given a chance before have been given a chance - I think it's fantastic.

Cassidy
So that was a big thumbs up then from the people of Redhill.  Chris was still in full flow enjoying his first programme for Redstone FM so I took the opportunity to talk to Des Shepherd.  He's the licence holder and also the course coordinator - I wanted to find out what the next step was going to be.

Shepherd
Looking to the future Redstone FM has applied to Ofcom for one of the new community radio licences, based in the Redhill, Reigate area.  We expect to hear about that in the autumn.  One of our social gain objectives, which we put in our bid to Ofcom, was to continue to provide opportunities for blind and partially sighted people to get involved in producing and presenting programmes and it's something which I think is really important because apart from giving people the skills of radio broadcasting it is also great because it helps to develop self confidence and give skills which are transferable skills when it comes to looking for jobs or for doing any other kind of activity.

Clip Redstone FM
The Bangles, Eternal Flame there.  Seven minutes to six here on Redstone FM, 87.7, don't forget you can get in touch with us here on - the e-mail address is thestudio@redstone.fm.  We have a text number 07985 765 539 and the phone number 01737 760005.  Joe Thorpe coming up after six o'clock.  Chris Wilsden here and I've thoroughly enjoyed my first three hours on Redstone FM.  Going to play you a little Aretha Franklin now.

Cassidy
Right so there we are Chris, that was your first show for Redstone FM.  How do you feel?

Wilsden
Exhausted but I really enjoyed it.

Cassidy
And what was the highlight for you?

Wilsden
I think the interview with Dave Roberts from the Pilgrim Brewery went really well, he was a really nice guy, made it easy for me, so it was great fun.

Cassidy
And what about the future now, do you think that you're going to do much more radio stuff?

Wilsden
Hopefully, yeah, it's something I'd really like to get into in the future.

Cassidy
And do you think now everything that was promised on the course has come through?

Wilsden
Absolutely, yeah, the objectives were set out from the beginning and as far as I'm concerned they've been met and I've thoroughly enjoyed the whole thing.

White
Well I heartily approve of the music choice.  Good luck to Chris - all budding rivals welcome.

That's it for today but more information on all the equipment we've been mentioning is available from our action line on 0800 044 044 and from the website at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  And there's a podcast to download as from tomorrow.  From me, Peter White, my producer Kathleen Griffin, the team and the redoubtable Aretha Franklin, goodbye.

Music - Aretha Franklin




